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The two-way time transfer is an effective way to synchronize two independent time scales with high precision
and accuracy independently on the variations of the interconnecting channel [1]. We are reporting on a new ap-
proach to an optical two-way free space time transfer which is based on signals of individual photons. This
approach enables to reach extreme timing stabilities and minimal systematic errors using existing electro-optic
technologies.  In our previous work we have demonstrated electronic circuits for two-way time transfer via a
single coaxial cable with picosecond accuracy and precision [2]. We have designed and tested the optical anal-
ogy of the two-way time transfer using a common optical channel. Photon counting approach to the signal detec-
tion is providing several key advantages: the reduction of most systematic errors found in commonly used multi-
-photon detection systems and the capability to operate with ultimately low signals. The repetitive optical signals
of an average intensity as low as 1×10−4 photon per pulse may be detected and time tagged with sub-picosecond
precision and stability [3]. The principle is illustrated in figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Block scheme of optical two-way time transfer. Red lines stand for electrical signal lines, green lines stand for optical signal paths.
The first measurement phase when module A is generating optical signals is displayed. 

Two event timers ET A and ET B are equipped with identical optical modules. The event timers represent
the time scales A and B. Each optical module consists of an optical signal combiner OC, laser optical source LAS
and a photon counting detector DET. These modules are interconnected by an optical channel: free space in our
case. The measurement is carried out in two phases. First the laser  LAS A is generating an ultrashort optical
pulse. It is split by a signal combiner  OC A and is propagating in both directions toward  DET A and  DET B.
They are detected by these detectors and time tagged in the respective time scales A and B. The corresponding
epochs are recorded and stored. In the second phase the laser  LAS B is generating ultrashort uniform pulse,
which is split and propagating toward both detectors DET A and DET B. The corresponding epochs are recorded.
Two pairs of epochs can be combined producing the time difference DS between the two time scales along with
the delay of  the optical  channel  DC interconnecting  the two optical  modules.  Reference  points  are defined
symmetrically inside each optical signal combiner with picosecond accuracy.

The  performance  and  capabilities  of  described  scheme  was  demonstrated  in  a  number  of  ground
experiments. The limiting precision was better than 400 fs, the long term stability was better than 1 ps over days
of operation. The accuracy of optical two way time transfer better than 3 ps was achieved. Analogical two way
time transfer  was  completed via optical  fiber  which replaced  the free  space  signal  propagation.  The timing
performance achieved was similar to a free space one.

Laser  time  transfer  based  on  photon  counting  approach  is  used  also  for  ground  to  space  time  scales
comparison. Such a scheme is an extension of the existing satellite laser ranging. Its great advantage is that it
completely compensates all the influence of Earth atmosphere and troposphere delays down to sub-picosecond
level.  Several  space missions based on photon counting laser time transfer were successfully completed last
years. Recently European Space Agency [4] and China are preparing two space mission with laser time transfer
ground to space comparison of atomic and optical clocks on ground and onboard space stations.
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